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mama basics is a Scandinavian brand offering smart designs for breastfeeding 
mothers who want to look great while breastfeeding but still demand discretion, 
practicality and comfort.  

Designed in Sweden and produced in Portugal with high quality materials and 
finishes, mama basics offers smart designs specifically for breastfeeding moms.  

The styles have double layers where an elasticated opening sits just below the breasts 
in the under layer, while the over layer covers completely the opening and provides 
cover to the baby and privacy, if wanted. 

The styles are fashionable and trendy, so moms will look and feel their best – and no 
one will know they are wearing breastfeeding clothes! We do not compromise on 
style so moms can look their best while breastfeeding.

mama basics



design & materials
• unlike most competitors, we design for breastfeeding moms 

• some styles can be worn during pregancy but not our focus 

• inpired by the latest fashion trends in Europe and North America 

• practical and comfortable materials 

• breathable and quick drying



• viscose is known for its silk like feel 

• it drapes beautifully 

• breathable - similar to cotton in this regard 

• luxurious feel at an affordable cost 

• used in combination with 5% elastane for more comfort 
and durability 

• eco leather skirt uses a polyester material 

why viscose?



mama basics double layer maternity 
& nursing top 

Double layer maternity and nursing top in soft stretchy cotton. Practical and 
contemporary design that allows easy breastfeeding while being discreet 
and comfortable.  

Nursing function detail: the under layer has an elasticated opening just 
below the breasts. 

95% viscose, 5% elastane. Machine wash at 30o.C degrees. 

Available in 3 different colours: 
Black over layer with light grey under layer 
Navy blue over layer with cream under layer  
Green petroleum over layer with cream under layer 

Designed in Sweden. Made in Portugal.   

Article Nos: 161001.99 (black/grey) 161001.98  (navy/cream) 161001.97 (petroleum/cream)  
Price: 199 kr /  € 22 (excl. VAT) RRP: 499 kr / € 55 (incl. VAT)





Double layer maternity and nursing dress in soft stretchy cotton. 
Practical and contemporary design that allows easy breastfeed while 
being discreet and comfortable. Sleeves in 3/4 length. 

Nursing function detail: the under layer has an elasticated opening 
just below the breasts. 

95% viscose, 5% elastane. Machine wash at 30o.C degrees. 

Available in 2 different colours: Black skirt with light grey top &Dark 
blue skirt with cream top  

Designed in Sweden. Made in Portugal.  

Article. no: 161005.99 (black/grey) and Article. no:  161005.80 (navy/cream) 
Price: 279 kr /  € 30 (excl. VAT) RRP: 699 kr / € 75 (incl. VAT)

”I got the Mama Basics clothes last week and I 
love them! Practical, well suited and beautiful, 
well done!!!”

Penka Jonson, Stockholm, Sweden

mam basics double layer maternity & nursing dress



Article. no: 171005.99   (black) Price: 259 kr /  € 28 (excl. VAT) RRP: 649 kr / € 70 (incl. VAT)

mama basics double layer 
maternity & nursing sleeveless 
dress 

Double layer maternity and nursing dress in soft cotton. Practical 
and contemporary design that allows easy breastfeed while being 
discreet and comfortable. Sleeveless. 

Nursing function details: the under layer has an elasticated 
opening just below the breasts. 

95% viscose, 5% elastane. Machine wash at 30o.C degrees. 

Available in Black. Currently OOS. Reorder planned MAR 2020. 

Designed in Sweden. Made in Portugal.  



mama basics eco leather skirt 
nursing dress 

Day or night dress with skirt in eco leather and top in soft off white 
stretchy cotton. This dress is a real winner! It can be worn during the 
day, at night, for a party or any occasion, as it is easy to dress it up 
or down. The skirt also helps keep the tummy in check, in case a 
little help is welcome. People do not believe that it is a nursing 
dress.  

Nursing function detail: the under layer has an elasticated opening 
just below the breasts. 

Skirt in black eco leather material. 90% polyester, 10% elastane.  
Blouse in off white. 95% viscose, 5% elastane. 

Machine wash at 30 degrees. Do not tumble dry.  

Designed in Sweden. Made in Portugal.  

”I love how sexy and confident I feel when I 
wear this dress. The skirt part also helps keep 
my belly looking slimmer, which improves my 
self steem after having a baby and ”losing” my 
body.”

Sofia Negromonte, New York

Article. no: 161005.82  (black/white) Price: 359 kr /  € 38 (excl. VAT) RRP: 899 kr / € 95 (incl. VAT)





mama basics double layer long 
maternity & nursing dress 

Double layer long maternity and nursing dress in soft stretchy cotton. 
Practical and contemporary design that allows easy breastfeed while being 
discreet and comfortable. Perfect for every day use, night and day, but also 
possible to dress it up for a special occasion.  

Sleeveless. 

Nursing function detail: the under layer has an elasticated opening just 
below the breasts. 

95% viscose, 5% elastane. Machine wash at 30o.C degrees. 

Beautiful navy blue.   

Designed in Sweden. Made in Portugal.   

Article. no: 161004.98  (navy) Price: 359 kr /  € 38 (excl. VAT) RRP: 899 kr / € 95 (incl. VAT)

”My friends couldn’t believe it is a nursing dress!”
Camila Cavallari, Sao Paulo, Brazil





Anna Xavier 
anna@mamabasics.com 

www.mamabasics.com 

IG: mamabasicsfashion       

FB: mamabasicsfashion 

QUESTIONS?

mailto:anna@mamabasics.com?subject=
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